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O: Abstract

Sinusoidal additive synthesis is a well-known technique in the audio
and electro-acoustic music fields. However, recent developments in
digital signal processing methods allow the use of additive synthesis
for precise editing, splicing, noise reduction, and other digital audio
applications. Several new signal processing methods based on an
extended sinewave model are described which allow for flexible

manipulation of audio material.

1: Introduction

Many audio signal processing tasks require modification of the time, frequency,
phase, and amplitude d_aracteristics of an input signal. Examples include
equalization (modification of frequency content), additive mixing (amplitude
modification), delay or rate compression (time scale modification), etc. Ideally an
audio signal processing system should incorporate a flexible time-frequency
representation to allow independent manipulation of all aspects of the input signal.
This paper describes the use of an additive synthesis method to provide the desired
flexible formulation.

Additive synthesis is a widely used technique for the generation and decomposition
of complex waveforms [1-9]. Several extensions and generalizations of the
technique have appeared over the last few years which allow for precise, time
varying control over signal parameters [10-15]. These new formulations can be



implemented as part of an audio analysis/modification/synthesis framework with
unexpectedly good results in many cases of practical interest.

This paper begins with a description of the standard additive synthesis formulation
and time varying extensions. Several examples of typical processing situations are
presented next, followed by a brief conclusion.

2: Additive S]lnthesis (and Analysis)

Additive synthesis is a method for generating complex waveform f(t) by adding
together a set of simple waveforms, typically sinusoids, with independent
amplitudes, frequencies, and phases, viz.,

K

f(t)= _ Ak.sin((okt+¢k) (1)
k=l

where K is the total number of components and the constants Ak, (Ok, and _bk are
the amplitude, angular frequency, and initial phase angle of the kth sinusoidal
component. Note that equation (1) forms a standard Fourier series if the

component frequencies are harmonically related (i.e., ('Ok= k' C01). Any periodic
waveform can be represented in Fourier series form, although the total number of
components K may be infinite.

However, most signals of practical interest are not strictly periodic because the
amplitude and the frequency content generally varies with time. Thus, equation (1)
can be generalized to include time varying components:

K

f(t)= _ Ak(t).sin(Ok(t)), (2a)
k=l

where

Ok(t ) = _k(t) + J_ (Ok(*) d*. (2b)
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The term _k (t) is included as an optional "phase adjustment" parameter. Note

that the correct relationship between the argument Ok(t ) of the sine function and

the time varying frequency (Ok(t) involves a time integral!

The instantaneous frequency of component k at time t is defined to be the time

derivative of the phase function Ok (t), which is given by

. (3)
d

{ok(,)}= (t)}+

A schematic representation of the additive synthesis equations (2a) and (2b) is given
in Figure1. )

It should be noted that while the equations above are presented in continuous-time
form, discrete-time versions can obtained also. Thus, the additive synthesis
procedure can be implemented in a straight-forward manner on a digital computer
or signal processor. Note also that the amplitude and frequency functions appear
separately as functions of time in the synthesis equations so that (at least in
principle) independent modifications can be made to the amplitude, frequency, and
time scales of each component.

For additive synthesis to be useful, of course, it is necessary somehow to obtain the

functions A k (t), (OA(t), and _)k (t) in the first place. For the cases of interest
here the functions are obtained using a sinusoidal analysis procedure. Several
approaches for sinusoidal analysis have been used over the years, including parallel
filter banks, spectrographs, swept bandpass filters, and digital methods based on the
discrete Fourier transform (Db-T) and short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [3-9]. The
early techniques were generally pitch synchronous, meaning that the signal to be
analyzed was assumed to be harmonic with known fundamental frequency. For
example, the length of the discrete Fourier transform block was chosen to be the
same number of samples as the waveform period. This restricted the analysis
techniques to monophonic, harmonic signals of constant frequency (see Figure 2).
Nonetheless, the analysis/synthesis results provided an essentially perfect
reconstruction of original signal, both mathematically and perceptually [5, 6].



3: The 'MQ' Formulation

A more general analysis/synthesis framework, published first by McAulay and
Quatieri [10], has also been found to be useful for speech, music, bioacousfic sounds,
etc. [11-15]. The McAulay and Quafieri (or MQ) representation can be considered a
generalization of simple Fourier analysis to include time-variant spectra and
possibly non-harmonic partials, as in equation (2) above. In the MQ analysis
procedure the digitized input signal is divided into overlapping sections called
frames. Each frame is multiplied ("windowed") by a lowpass window function to
reduce spectral leakage, followed by calculation of a high resolution DFT using a
zero-padded Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. The magnitude of the DFT is
computed and all "peaks" in the magnitude spectrum are identified using
interpolation ([11]) and attributed to underlying sinusoidal components at those
frequencies. The amplitude, frequency, and phase corresponding to the spectral
peaks are then calculated and recorded. The analysis and peak-picking process is
repeated for each of the input frames and the spectral peak information (amplitude,
frequency, and phase t is matched from frame to frame in order to follow changes in
the input signal. The matching process results in connected chains (or tracks) of
peaks from frame to frame. The peak tracks are "born" and "die" as the spectral
content of the signal varies with time. The peak matching process has the drawback
that the computation load of the MQ analysis procedure is high if the number of
peaks varies substantially from frame to frame. However, a nice feature of frame to
frame matching is that it ensures at least first order amplitude, frequency, and phase
continuity. The MQ analysis system is depicted in Figure 3, and an example of the
analysis output is shown in Figure 4.

The input signal can be regenerated by art additive synthesis technique using the
amplitude and frequency information obtained for each frame and a smoothly
interpolated phase function, as shown in Figure 5. Because the FFT returns phase
values reduced to the principal value range (-Trto _), the actual absolute phase is not
known. Instead, the MQ procedure tests which phase extension (by multiples of 27r)
results in the phase function with the smallest curvature under the constraint that
the slope of the phase function must equal the measured frequency (phase
derivative) at each block, with cubic spline interpolation between blocks.

While the MQ process does not necessarily form a mathematically perfect
analysis/synthesis system, the resynthesis results have been found to be excellent for
many musical input signals [14, 15]. Signals such as broadband noise that are not
well described as a sum-of-sinusoids are synthesized with somewhat diminished
fidelity, but again the results can be surprisingly good for complex sonic textures.

The implementation of the MQ analysis/synthesis process used to generate the
examples in this paper utilized 32-bit floating point numbers for all numerical
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parameter storage and arithmetic. This choice was made to suit the research needs
of this project at the expense of inefficient data storage and additional computation
overhead. Appropriate data range choices should allow a smaller and faster integer
implementation of most aspects of the process. Indeed, the original algorithm of
McAulay and Quatieri (for speech processing) was realized in a realtime, 16-bit
integer implementation [10].

4: Examples of 'MQ' Additive Synthesis for Audio Processin_ Tasks

In this section several illustrative examples of additive synthesis applied to audio
processing tasks are presented. These include time scale, amplitude scale, and
frequency scale modifications, smooth-phase splicing and signal interpolation,
broadband noise removal, and creative musique concrete applications and sound
effects generation.

Process 1: Time Oompression/Expansion

Time compression and expansion refers to a change in the temporal evolution of
a signal without a corresponding change in the frequency spectrum. This can be
accomplished within the MQ framework by changing the implicit time spacing
between the analysis frames during synthesis. Moreover, the compression or
expansion can be made to vary with time as well, creating gradual accelerando
and ritardando effects. The amplitude and frequency data is simply compressed
or stretched in time, but the phase information must be treated carefully: the
phase of a sinusoidal component is the time integral of the frequency (see
equation 2b), so the original phase information from the analysis must be
replaced with new phase data obtained by integrating the compressed or stretched
frequency information [16]. An example of time varying compression/expansion
is shown in Figure 6.

Empirical results indicate that the maximum useful time compression is about
0.25, meaning that the original signal is compressed in time to one quarter of its
original length. Time expansion by up to a factor of 3 or 4 typically provides
satisfactory results. For expansion beyond a factor 3 the sinewave basis of the MQ
process becomes increasingly apparent: very short "on-off" sinusoidal
components that were nothing more than clicks in the original analysis are
stretched into noticeably pitched tones by an extreme time expansion.
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Process 2: Frequency Shifting

Frequency shifting is accomplished in a similar manner to time scale
compression/expansion. The frequency and phase information is adjusted to
provide a change in the frequency spectrum while retaining the amplitude and
temporal evolution information. Simply multiplying all the frequency
information by a constant amount and compensating the component phases
shifts both the frequency of each component and the overall spectral envelope.
This results in a change in the resonant or formant characteristics of the shifted
signal, but small frequency shifts are often found to be acceptable. More
sophisticated methods for detecting and compensating for the spectral envelope
via homomorphic estimation or other techniques are possible if the need arises
[16]. A simple example of frequency shifting is shown in Figure 7.

Process 3: Splicing and Interpolation

The frame-to-fram_e matching of the MQ process has several benefits for additive
synthesis with modifications. Consider the example of Figure 8a in which a gap
exists in the signal simulating a lost or corrupted segment of data. The MQ
analysis data for the example is show in Figure 8b. The gap information can be
estimated by extending the MQ amplitude, frequency, and phase functions across
the gap in order to synthesize the missing segment, as shown in Figures 8c and
Sd. A similar technique can be used to avoid transitional artifacts during a cross
fade between two or more signals.

Another application of the MQ process is in waveform looping for sample-
lookup synthesizers. In this case the signal to be looped is first sent through the
MQ analyzer, then resynthesized with the required duration and phase
adjustments to match the signal at the required loop boundaries (Figure 9).
Thus, problems associated with waveform loop point discontinuities can be
significantly reduced or avoided entirely.

Process 4: Noise Removal

Since the MQ analysis procedure identifies only spectral peaks in each analysis
frame, it is possible to set a minimum threshold below which no peaks are
selected. If the threshold is selected to be above the level of any unwanted noise
components but below the level of the desired signal information the MQ
process behaves as a multiband noise gate [17]. Additional automatic noise
removal qualities can be included by eliminating any sinusoidal components or
component dropouts with duration less than some preselected amount, thereby
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reducing the presence of impulsive clicks and pops. Interactive editing of the
MQ analysis data is also possible if the tedium of manual examination of the
analysis output is deemed necessary. An example of noise removal on a short
segment of input signal is shown in Figure 10.

Process 5: Musique Concrete and Special Effects

The techniques described above can be combined with additive mixing, filtering,
equalization, etc. to produce a wide variety of special sound manipulation effects
for technical or creative purposes [12-15, 18]. In particular, musical compositions
involving manipulated recordings of real-world sounds (musique concrete) can
benefit greatly from the processing methods available in the MQ repertoire [19].

5: Conclusions
;

This paper has described the use of an extended formulation of the well-known
sinusoidal additive synthesis technique in several modern digital audio
applications. The primary advantage of this approach is the flexibility of the
sinusoidal representation: careful transformations and manipulations of the
analysis data produce predictable and controllable results. Widespread use of this
procedure is possible as fast programmable digital processors and architectures
become increasingly available for digital audio purposes. Work by the author is
continuing on fast implementations of this process.
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8: Figures
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of additive synthesis equations 2a and 2b.

Each sinusoidal component has independently varying amplitude Ak(t),

angular frequency (Ok(t), m,d phase offsetlPk (t). For harmonic synthesis

(Ok(t)=k'(Ol(t).
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Figure 2: An example of a pitch-synchronous analysis framework. The input
signal is assumed to be harmonic with known fundamental frequency so
that spectral levels from a Fourier Transform correspond to harmonics of
the signal. Modification to include signal weighting (windowing) prior to
the transform is also possible.
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Figure 3: Functional schematic of the McAulay-Quatieri (MQ) signal analysis
procedure. The input signal is divided into overlapping blocks with length
greater than the longest waveform period (lowest frequency) to be processed.
A zero-padded FFT is used to increase the density of spectral samples.
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Figure 5: Synthesis from the MQ analysis data using smooth phase
interpolation. Each spectral peak is measured in terms of magnitude,
frequency, and phase. Phase measurements from the Fourier transform are
obtained in the principal value range (-Trto x) and must be unwrapped to
the correct extension. The frequency is the slope of the curve on the phase
vs. block plot above. A "smoothest trajectorf' rule is used to determine a
reasonable estimate of the actual, non-principal value of the phase.
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Figure 6: Time scale compression and expansion.
a) Original signal.
b) Signal compressed in time by a factor of 2.
c) Signal with time varying expansion/compression.
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